
Inventory Management

So Simple, You'll Look Forward to Taking Inventory
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Everyone knows how important it is to manage inventory
to minimize waste, eliminate theft and closely control food costs.

The challenge is that most systems are difficult to set up
& require too much effort to manage and maintain.

xtraCHEF solved that problem.

Drag-and-drop interface makes it
easy to add products to areas and/or

sub-areas. Started a count but got
side-tracked? Auto-save! Just pick up
where you or your teammate left off.

Beginning and ending inventory values
are integrated w/ xtraCHEF's

COGS Reporting & Analytics...giving
you up-to-date, accurate insights on

your Cost-of-Goods-Sold.

Getting low on apples?
Easy as pie!

xtraCHEF will automatically 
generate par level order guides
when it's time to place an order.

Easy to Use Connected to COGS Order on Par

Shelf-to-sheet inventory in a way that best
fits the way your run your restaurant.

Set-up, schedule & assign individuals or
teams by area & by time of

day/week/month that works for you.

Want to use paper? Not a problem!
Print count sheets & enter later.

But...with our interface, we're not sure
you'll want to. No internet? No worries!
We'll sync it when you're re-connected.

Digitizing invoice data is what we do
best. Automatically apply the last

purchase price or an average of the
most recent purchase prices to always

have accurate inventory values.

Flexible Configuration Online or Offline Automated & Accurate
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We didn't invent inventory management software.
We just made it better.

Customers who love taking inventory...

Inventory values that
reflect reality
By automatically digitizing, itemizing & extracting line-
item invoice data, the last purchase price or an average
of recent purchase prices is automatically applied to your
product or product group inventory values.

No more outdated
count sheets
No need to spend hours adding new items to your count
sheets. Every time xtraCHEF recognizes a new item,
simply drag-and-drop to an area or add it to an existing
Product Group.

Designed with end users
in mind
An Inventory Management program is only as good as
the quality of the data and the consistency of the effort.
That's why we made it as easy and effortless as possible
for operations teams to use.


